
Retelling Strategies  

 

Retelling is a strategy that can be used with many different genres, including stories, poems, plays, and 
articles.  It helps the reader to organize information, use his/her own words and new vocabulary, practise 
story comprehension and sense of story structure, and develop oral language and communication.     
 
Assessing retelling is easier if students have opportunities to practise retelling in class.  
 

1.  Group retelling game   

 Create a game card set with prompts.  

 Each member of group draws a card until all are distributed 

 Take turns retelling their assigned parts of the story 

 

2.  Drama retell with props/puppets/movement 

 Teacher does a read-aloud with props and/or actions to reinforce characters and language 
concepts (or students have jobs to do).  

 Model and practise language using gradual release of responsibility. On a 2
nd

 or 3
rd

 read, the 
teacher does the action with props and gestures while students retell.   

o Switch it up. Half  the class can do gestures with or without props and other half retells   
o Students use/make popsicle stick props or objects to show and tell the story parts 
o Story stepping.  Lay out images, props along the floor in order. Step or jump to 

pictures/props from the story, gesture/tell what happens,  then step/jump onward 

 

3.   Retell rope for fiction - knotting or beading tactile options 

 Model this strategy during an interactive read-aloud. Use a retell rope (a rope with 8 knots tied in 
it or 8 beads on it). Each knot stands for the following: characters, setting, problem, event 1, 
event 2, event 3, event 4, and ending. Have them practice in Turn and Talk Partners or Groups. 

 Have older students read independently for 5-10 minutes then stop and practise retelling with a 
partner, using the rope.  

 Start by practising with real-life experiences from the students. Have them retell an event from 
their weekend. Remind them to tell what is important, in a way that makes sense, without telling 
too much.  

 For beaded ropes, consider using colours that correspond to Shape-Go-Map. Perhaps add a blue 
or heart-shaped bead for lesson, connection, or favourite part  

 

4.  Story-card necklace retell with fiction  

 Do a Read-aloud (include turn and talk, target specific vocabulary) 

 ‘First’, ‘Then’, ‘`Finally’ represent the 3 recipe cards (for beginning, middle, end) 

 Each student receives first card at carpet to go make a title page - then  get ‘First’ card, write 
‘First’ at top and draw/write a first idea from story,  Repeat with ‘Then’ and ‘Finally’ 

 ‘Next’ is a 5
th
 card available for those students ready to go further in their reader response - they 

add this after ‘Then’.   

 Students can have as many ‘Next’ recipe cards as they wish when they come up and tell their 
next idea aloud that happens before the ‘Finally’  

 Hole-punch the cards and connect with string and share your story necklace at school/home. 
When students come to have the story necklace connected with string, they retell their story to 
adult or peer.  

o Option 1: add a `heart` idea card at the end that is a connection to a part of the story.   
o Option 2: send home to reinforce retelling there 

 



Retelling Strategies  

 

5.   Five fingers 

 Teach students how to use their five fingers to retell a story: setting, characters, problem, 
solution, and personal connection (or sequential using transition terms below). Over a week, 
teacher retells; pairs retell, and whole class retells (teacher draws and/or writes story on board). 

 Put First, Then, Next, Finally and other key transition terms up on board for reference 
o Option 1: use fingers to list facts or steps when retelling nonfiction 
o Option 2: use dice or blocks to support sequencing with younger students 

 

6.  Shape-GO Map by Vicky Benson and Carrice Cummings 

 Use the triangle, square and circle shapes to help readers organize their thinking for retelling –
representing the beginning, middle and end respectively 

 The 3 triangle points remind the reader to tell the characters, setting and plot (or problem) 

 The 4 square points remind the reader to tell about 4 events that happen in the middle 

 The circle represents the end of the story (which circles back to  beginning) and problem solved  

 The heart represents a lesson or connection. 
o Option 1: use a felt board and attach shapes when teaching or reviewing retelling 

o Option 2: on large chart paper,  draw the three large shapes,  give students sticky notes 
to put up their part on the Shape-GO Map 

o Option 3: use mini-white boards in pairs, draw the shape/partner retells, switch roles 

o Option 4: put the shapes up around the room, go to the spot and retell the part 

o Option 5: create centre with paper and bingo chips 

o Option 6: use coaching card in guided reading 

 
 

 


